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SELECTIVELy SCIENTIFIC
Delivering powerful encapsulated peptides, ExPürtise’s Effective Anti-Aging
Face Serum promotes optimal tissue architecture. This gluten-free formula
protects skin cell telomeres with certified organic astragalus extract, prolonging
cell life by preventing DNA degradation. Normal aging is further slowed with
Swiss Apple Stem Cells, which have been shown to stimulate the proliferation of
human stem cells.
This serum delivers powerful anti-aging that directly stimulates and reorganizes
skin’s collagen matrix.

800.294.1154
expurtise.com

SPLASh INTO SuMMER
RéjuvaSea’s Replenish: Cellular Repair Night
Cream is formulated with highly active levels of
RéjuvaPlankton®, proven to build collagen and
elastin, promote cell turnover to boost radiance
both instantly and over time. A blend of seaweed,
kelp and algae extracts repair and strengthen
skin’s natural moisture barrier. Simultaneously bioavailable vitamin C, it clarifies and brightens skin,
reducing hyperpigmentation by 80 percent.

REPAIR. PROTECT. REVIVE.

Your clients will wake up with firmer, brighter, more
youthful skin.

Replere’s Anti-aging Line is designed to be highly
effective, delivering visible differences in the overall
appearance of your clients’ skin within weeks. The
key ingredient is coffea arabica extract, the unripened fruit of the coffee plant, a top source of
antioxidants.

800.763.0904
rejuvasea.com

SKIN CARE PRODUCTS AND TREATMENTS

Additional potent ingredients include pine bark,
goji and acai berries, grapeseed, pomegranate,
green tea and vitamins A, C and E.

609.495.9053
replere.com

REVITALIzING REMEDy
A new breakthrough product for wrinkles, acne, psoriasis, eczema, dermatitis,
seborrheic keratosis, pruritus, photo-aged skin and rosacea in one technologically
innovative formula is now available in Glymed Plus’ Skin Restoring Fulvic Elixir.
Easily absorbed into the skin and targeting the most challenging conditions, Fulvic
Acid assists in every stage of cellular rejuvenation, deeply penetrating the benefits
into the epidermis.
This innovative formula is anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, anti-viral and anti-inflammatory.

800.676.9667
glymedplus.com
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